[1] Monsoons, the most energetic tropical climate system, exert a great social and economic impact upon billions of people around the world. The global monsoon precipitation had an increasing trend over the past three decades. Whether or not this increasing trend will continue in the 21st century is investigated, based on simulations of three high-resolution atmospheric general circulation models that were forced by different future sea surface temperature (SST) warming patterns. The results show that the global monsoon area, precipitation and intensity all increase consistently among the model projections. This indicates that the strengthened global monsoon is a robust signal across the models and SST patterns explored here. The increase of the global monsoon precipitation is attributed to the increases of moisture convergence and surface evaporation. The former is caused by the increase of atmospheric water vapor and the latter is due to the increase of SST. The effect of the moisture and evaporation increase is offset to a certain extent by the weakening of the monsoon circulation. Citation:
Introduction
[2] The monsoon circulation is generally characterized by a seasonal reverse in lower tropospheric winds in response to large-scale continent-ocean thermal contrast [Webster, 1987] . The rainfall over the monsoon regions exhibits a great seasonal contrast, and the variability of the monsoon rain exerts not only a socioeconomic impact upon two-third of the world's population living in the area but also an influence throughout the global ecosystem. While individual monsoon systems have their own evolution characteristics, the concept of the global monsoon was introduced, to describe the overall strength of the monsoon systems around the globe [Trenberth et al., 2000; Wang and Ding, 2006] . A recent observational study shows that the global monsoon area (GMA) and the global monsoon total precipitation (GMP) have increased during 1979 -2008 [Hsu et al., 2011 Wang et al., 2012] . Whether this increasing trend will continue in a future potentially warmer climate throughout the 21st century is an important issue that needs to be addressed.
[3] A key issue to future climate projection is whether a signal projected is robust across different model physics and future warming patterns. While the increase of air temperature is projected consistently among models, projection in precipitation tends to be model-dependent [Neelin et al., 2006; Xie et al., 2010] . In addition, the future rainfall projection may be resolution-dependent. Most models participated in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3 and Phase 5 (CMIP3 and CMIP5) had a horizontal resolution of roughly 200 km. It has been pointed out that higher resolution general circulation models (GCMs) generally reproduced a better spatial pattern of the global monsoon rainfall compared to lower-resolution models [Kim et al., 2008] . To increase confidence in the future projection, in this study we compared simulations from three high-resolution GCMs forced by different future SST warming patterns. The goal of this study is to seek consistent and robust signals across different model physics and different SST patterns.
Model Experiment Design and Methodology
[4] The three high-resolution atmospheric GCMs (AGCMs) employed here are 1) the Max Planck Institute (MPI) ECHAM5 [Roeckner et al., 2003] at T319 ($40 km) resolution, the Japan Meteorological Research Institute MRI-JMA [Mizuta et al., 2006] at T959 ($20 km) resolution, and the US Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) High-Resolution Atmospheric Model (HiRAM) [Zhao et al., 2009] at C180 ($50 km) resolution. It is worth mentioning that the three high-resolution models have different treatments in key physics parameterizations, including the representations of moist convection, large-scale stratiform clouds, the planetary boundary layer turbulence as well as cloud radiation. For example, for the moist convection parameterization, ECHAM5 uses a Tiedtke [1989] scheme modified by Nordeng [1994] , HiRAM uses a modified Bretherton et al. [2004] scheme, and MRI AGCM uses a prognostic Arakawa and Schubert convection scheme [Randall and Pan, 1993] . Thus it is our intention to use these models to examine the sensitivity of future projection to different model physics and to identify robust features among these models.
[5] A 'time-slice' method [Bengtsson et al., 1996] was applied, in which the AGCMs are forced by present-day and future warming SST fields. The details of each model experiment are described in Table 1 . For the present-day simulations, either observed SST or simulated historical SST field of 20C3M [Meehl et al., 2007] were used. A diagnosis of 1 the present-day simulations shows that the models are capable of reproducing the observed annual mean precipitation pattern and the global monsoon domain, which adds the confidence in projecting future changes. For future simulations, SST in ECHAM5 was derived from a lower-resolution (T63) coupled ECHAM5/MPI ocean model (MPI-OM) [Jungclaus et al., 2006] simulation in A1B scenario for period 2080-2010, whereas SST in the MRI and GFDL models was derived from the ensemble average of 18 IPCC AR4 models for the same period. To examine the sensitivity of future projection to model resolution, additional two experiments with ECHAM5 T106 ($1.125º) were conducted. In the first sensitivity experiment, the future SST pattern is similar to that of T319. In the second sensitivity experiment a uniform 2.24 C warming SST pattern was applied.
[6] We followed the definition of the GMA used by Liu et al. [2009] . The GMA is defined by the regions where (1) the annual range of precipitation exceeds 2 mm day À1 and (2) the local summer precipitation exceeds 55% of annual rainfall. Here the 'annual range' is defined as the difference of rainfall between local summer and winter [May-September for northern summer (southern winter) and November-March for northern winter (southern summer)]. Considering possible changes in the annual rainfall range under global warming, we conducted a sensitivity test by using different criteria of summer-to-annual rainfall ratios (e.g., 45%, 50%, 55%, 60%, 65%) to derive the GMA. The change rates of GMA associated with warming climate are not sensitive to the ratios. The GMP is defined as the sum of total summer rainfall in the monsoon area. Because the actual area of each grid changes with latitude, an area-weighting metric was used for calculations of the GMA and GMP. A global monsoon intensity (GMI) index was defined to measure the global monsoon precipitation amount per unit area [Hsu et al., 2011] .
Results
[7] Figure 1 (top) displays the composite present-day GMA (red contour) and the composite future GMA change (shaded area). Here the composite is based on the five simulations described in Table 1 . The high-resolution AGCMs capture well the major monsoon areas in the present-day simulations, including the Asian, Australian, North American, South American, West African and South African monsoons, although the models tend to extend the oceanic monsoon regions compared to the observation [see Liu et al., 2009, Figure 2] . The global warming expands the GMA (represented by blue shaded areas) over most of the monsoon regions, except for small areas in the subtropics near 20º-30º north and south (orange shaded areas). The marked expansions occur in the oceanic monsoon regions, which accounts for 80%-90% contribution to the GMA change. It is noted that the increased GMA is attributed to not only an increased annual range of precipitation under global warming [Chou and Lan, 2012] but also a stronger summer-to-annual rainfall ratio in future climate. The consistent increase of the GMA appears in all five simulations. The change rate in the GMA from the present-day to the future simulations is 7.8%, 4.6%, 8.7%, 7.2% and 6.6% based on the T106_mw, T106_sw, T319_se, MRI_sw.e and GFDL_sw.e experiments, respectively. Figure 1 (middle top) shows that the averaged increase rates of the GMA are about 7%-9%, regardless the calculations being based on individual model simulations or based on the composite. The consistent increase of the GMA among all simulations reveals that it is a robust signal across different model physics and different future SST warming patterns.
[8] Besides the GMA expansion, another consistent feature among the five simulations is an increase of the global monsoon total precipitation. The increase rates of the GMP range from 7% in the GFDL to 20% in the T106_mw experiments (9.9%, 10.4% and 15.2% in the MRI_sw.e, T106_sw and T319_sw simulations respectively). The averaged increase rates based on the five individual simulations and based on the rainfall composite are 13% and 16%, respectively. Both the monsoon precipitation over land and oceanic regions are enhanced. About 40% (60%) contribution of the GMP increase is from land (oceanic) monsoon region. The increasing rates of GMP are larger than the increasing rates of GMA, implying that the global monsoon intensity, which is defined as the monsoon precipitation amount per unit area, tends to strengthen in the future warmer climate. Our calculation shows that the GMI has an averaged increase rate of about 5% (Figure 1 , middle top). It is worthy to mention that the intensification of GMI is mainly contributed from the land monsoon region (60-70%) rather than from the oceanic monsoon region (30-40%). The enhanced GMI over land would exert great impacts on the large population living in the monsoon regions.
[9] The results above were derived based on the time slice method. To examine whether the results depend on the integration method, we applied the same analysis methodology to 11 (24) CMIP5 (CMIP3) atmosphere-ocean coupled GCM (CGCM) outputs. The projected future GMA, GMP and GMI changes were plotted in Figure 1 (middle bottom). Since the CMIP experiments tend to show great variations in the magnitude of global warming by the end of 21st century, the global monsoon changes normalized by the surface warming are also shown in Figure 1 (bottom). It shows that the averaged changes among the CMIP5/ CMIP3 models agree well with the current high-resolution simulations. Most of individual CMIP5/CMIP3 models projected the increases in GMA, GMP and GMI under future warming scenarios. The increasing rate of GMP (GMA and GMI) is around 3-4% (1-2%) when the global surface air temperature increases 1 K. This suggests that the enhanced GMA, GMP and GMI are not model-dependent phenomena, nor do they depend on a specific SST warming pattern.
[10] To address what contributes to the increase of the global monsoon precipitation, we examine a column-integrated moisture budget within the GMA in the present-day and future warming simulations, respectively. The column-integrated moisture tendency equation is
where w is the precipitable water (total column water vapor), t is time, < > indicate a vertical integration from 1000 to 100 hPa, r is the horizontal gradient operator, q is the specific humidity, V is the horizontal vector wind, E is evaporation and P is precipitation. In the equation (1), there is an assumption involved, that is, the condensates immediately fall out to the surface as precipitation after they form. Although w and q differ between the present-day state and the future climate state, they are assumed to be in an equilibrium state within both the periods. Thus, for each period the tendency term (∂w/∂t) vanishes. The diagnostic equation of GMP change is then derived based on the difference of remaining terms between the present-day and global warming periods. The change of the GMP may be attributed to changes in horizontal moisture advection, moisture convergence associated with mass convergence (or vertical motion) and surface evaporation, as shown in the following equation:
The operator D ( ) represents the difference between the global warming and present-day simulations (future minus present-day).
[11] The diagnosis result shows that the increase of both the moisture convergence and surface evaporation contribute to the positive GMP trend, whereas moisture advection contributes insignificantly to the GMP increase (Figure 2,  top) . Whereas the moisture convergence plays a more important role in the ECHAM5, the surface evaporation seems dominant in the GMP increase in the MRI AGCM and HiRAM simulations. This difference is attributed to model physics and SST warming patterns.
[12] As the changes of atmospheric moisture and circulation affect both the moisture convergence and surface evaporation, it is necessary to reveal their relative contributions. The changes of the moisture convergence and surface evaporation may be decomposed into three terms each, as shown below:
where D denotes the divergence, a = L r C E , L is the latent heat, r is the air density at the standard sea-level, C E is the exchange coefficient, |V| is the surface wind speed, q s and q a are the specific humidity at sea surface and at the 10 m respectively, and subscript 'pd' denotes the presentday simulation. The first term in the right-hand side of equations (3) and (4) is associated with the circulation change, which may be regarded as a dynamic contributor. The second term involves the change of water vapor content, thus it reflects the thermodynamic effect on the GMP. The third term is a nonlinear term including the effect of both the moisture and circulation changes. It turns out that the thermodynamic effect due to the increase of atmospheric moisture plays a crucial role in enhancing both the moisture convergence and surface evaporation. The dynamic effect is much weaker and contributes negatively to the GMP increase (Figures 2, middle and 2, bottom). The nonlinear terms are negligible in all the simulations. The results are in general consistent with previous theoretical and modeling studies [Held and Soden, 2006; Chou et al., 2009; Seager et al., 2010; Cherchi et al., 2011] .
[13] To demonstrate the robust signal of the precipitation change among the five simulations, we define 100% (80%) robustness when the signs of future rainfall projections are same among all five (any four) simulations. Figure 3 highlights areas with consistent JJA and DJF rainfall projections among all five simulations in dark shading (100% robustness) and among any four simulations in light shading (80% robustness) respectively. Here the red contours denote main composite rainfall regions (exceeding 5 mm day À1 ) in the present-day climate. Note that the projected rainfall increases over most, but not all, of the tropical regions. A consistent increase occurs along the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) in northern summer and over the southern Indian Ocean, South America and Southwest Africa in northern winter. Rainfall increases in the central equatorial Pacific all year along, in association with the decrease of the Pacific Walker circulation [Held and Soden, 2006; Li et al., 2010] . A marked decrease of rainfall appears south of the equator over the Indian Ocean and Caribbean Sea in boreal summer and over South China Sea, northeast of Australia and Northwestern Atlantic in boreal winter. The complicated rainfall projection result suggests that the rich does not always get richer. Our analysis by comparing the simulation results between the T106_mw and T106_sw suggests that although the enhanced water vapor content is primarily responsible for overall increase of global precipitation, the change of circulation associated with anomalous SST warming patterns determines regional-scale rainfall changes.
Other effects, such as the upped-ante mechanisms associated with dry advection, the deepening of convection related to atmospheric stability and the SST pattern induced oceanic feedback, may also contribute to the regional precipitation changes [Chou et al., 2009] .
Conclusion
[14] The current high-resolution AGCM simulations and most of the CMIP5/CMIP3 CGCMs project an increasing trend of the global monsoon area, precipitation and intensity under a future warmer climate. It implies that the increase of the global monsoon area and the global monsoon precipitation is a robust signal among the models and SST patterns explored; such an increase has occurred during the past three decades [Hsu et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012] and will continue to be scripted throughout the 21st century. This is similar to the findings of Cherchi et al. [2011] which indicated that the global monsoon rainfall tends to enhance when the CO 2 concentration grows. Through the diagnosis of the moisture budget, one may reveal how much of the GMA change due to global warming is attributed to the change of atmospheric circulation and moisture. Our results indicate that the precipitation change under global warming is primarily due to the warmer temperature induced anomalous hydrological cycle. The increases of horizontal moisture convergence and surface evaporation play an important role in the GMP enhancement, whereas the moisture advection effect is weak. As the increase of atmospheric water vapor contributes positively to the moisture convergence, this convergence effect is partly offset by the weakening of the monsoon circulation due to the increase of static stability. The enhanced surface evaporation is primarily attributed to the increase of surface water vapor associated with the SST warming.
